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Chapter 3

On the Role of Inflectional
Morphology in Agrammatism
Ria de Bleser & Josef Bayer

1. Introduction
There is an ongoing debate in gencrati ve linguistics as to the place 0 f morphology, and in particular of inflection, in a model of grammar. We have
argued in de Bleser and Bayer (1986) that lexical rnorphology is an appropriate
framework to explain data from certain aphasic patients who show dissociatiOIlS between a retained Illorphophonological lexicon and a disrupted syntactic and semantic system. Our purpose here is to show how lexical
morphology can also explain data from argrammatic aphasics in an elegant
and consistent way. The performance of three German-speaking agrammatics
in various experimental tasks demonstrates a surprisingly good command over
inflected forms in addition to other aspects of morphology in the face of
a relatively impoverished syntax. The elicited data are incompatible with those
accounts of agrammatism which assume a total abolition 0 f morphosyntax
or a deficit in accessing bound morphemes. The data also contradict explanations which take agrammatism to be a processing disorder, ",bile syntactic
representations are largely preserved. Retention of a rich lexicon by agrammatics may account for both their morphosyntactic abilities and their deficit(s)
in syntax proper.

2. Two Ways of Locating Morphology in Generative Grammar
For the purpose of this c~apfer, we make a simplified distinction between
two classes of generative theories, (a) the split morphology theories (SMT)
and (b) the lexical morphology theories (LMT). With SMT, we refer to models
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\\ hr,lr !,'cdlc Ililkltionalnlorphology outside of the lexicon and in a compoIll'l1l ,11 f'.ldllllnar different from other word-formation processes such as
lk'rildlillrl:I! morphology and compounding, Some prominent examples arc
Arlllwll (1976), Anderson (1982), and a more radically syntax-oriented
L'\;unplc, Fabb (1984). With LMT, we refer to models which argue in favor
ut' a unified word-formation component which comprises all morphological
operations including inflection and which is distinct from phrase-level syntax.
Examples are Lieber (1980), Lapointe (1983), and Kiparsky (1982), and with
more emphasis on phonology, Halle and Mohanan (1985).
Naturally, what should be captured descriptively by both is that across
languages of the world inflectional affixes tend to occur "outside" of
noninflectional affixes and that they follow other word-formation rules. t SMT
and LMT account for this tendency in different ways, the former by making
a distinction in terms of components (lexicon versus syntax), the latter by
separating levels within one component ("late" inflection level in the lexicon).
By making this distinction between lexical and syntactic affixation, SMT
emphasizes the syntax relevance of inflection as in agreement and case.
However, in LMT the syntax-orientedness of inflection does not necessitate
the generation of inflected forms within the syntax.
While SMT has certain problems in explaining cases where syntax-relevant
morphology precedes noninflectional morphology,2 LMT can solve such cases
because any morphological process is in principle open to interaction wit h
another one, everything being in one component. This was one of the reasons
for Lieber to emphasize LMT.
Free interaction, however, would overgenerate in an unprincipled way, One
would not be in a position to explain why, for example, case affixes never
appear in non heads of compounds. J Layered concept ions of the lexicon, such
as Kiparsky's, can cope with this problem by locating inflection in a late level
of the lexicon.
In de Bleser and Bayer (1986) we argued that bot h language-internal aspects
of German word structure and external data from language pathology favor
'E~ceptions

to Ihis are dealt with laler.

'For example, in German, the plural can precede the diminutives -<,!It'll and olein, a, ill
(i)

Kind - t'r
child

(ii)

pi

-

!ein
dim

Lied - er - chen
song

pI

dim

'Helfen 'to help' and dhn!ieh 'similar' both subcategorize for a dalive and govern

10 the left
in German. Thus, if case were available in compounding, one would expect the forms in (ii)
but not in (i),

(i)

Ar~te
!It'!terin
doctprs she-helper
rindt'T iihnlich
O'CII
similar

tii)

·Arzte - n

- heljerin

dat

·rinder - n
dat

- dhn!ieh

UvlT as a theoretical account. Patients who wele shol\n to have hardlv anv
access to syntactic and semantic representations could be shown to successfully
manipulate all kinds of morphological forms, including such clearly syntaxrelevant types as gender, number, and case. This cannot easily be reconciled
with the assuIllption made by SMT. For these reasons we continue to use LMT
as a linguist ic framework to account for data from other aplJasic disorders,
such as agrammatism.

3. Lexical and Syntactic Morphological Abilities in Agrammatism

3.1. What is Agrammatism'?
Present-day clinical definitions of AGRi\MMAI ISM (in Broca's aphasia) are
essentially the same as those given by K. Kleist in 1914 for AGRAt\lt\li\lIl
PRODUCTION and in 1916 for ;\l,Ri\MMi\T IC COMPREH ENSIGN. Especially with
respect to agrammatism in the English language, the leading symptom is the
patient's omission of the so-called closed-class vocabulary. Utterances are only
of highly simplified syntactic structures, consisting mostly of simple predict
tions, given that the patient can communicate in multiple-word uttcrallCl"
at all.
A parallel disturbance in comprehension, though usually hypothc,i/cd,
cannot so easily be assessed by clinical observations only.
In the 1970s, the clinical picture led to psycholinguistic investiga:ions which
resulted in the strong claim that agrammatism is a disruption of the central
syntactic parseI' (see CaramaZl.a and Berndt, 1978; Berndt and Caramazza,
1980, for surveys of studies within this paradigm). While comprehension and
production shonld be affected to the same extent, certain extralinguistic
strategies (semantic and pragmatic heuristics) IlIay cover up the deficit on
the comprehension side. Closely parallel with this, another line of research
interpreted agrammatism nwinly as a disordered system of lexical access. The
nOrIllal retrieval of the closed-class vocabulary which is a precondition for
building syntactic frames on-line does not function any longer in agrammatism
(see Braclley et al., 1980).
Another proposal stands in strong contrast to these accounts. It is based
on a certain discrepancy between actual performance and tacit linguistic
abilities in agramfllatics. Linebarger et al. (1983) gave evidence that pat ien t s
who have clear agramI1latic comprehension and production disorders nevertheless show high sensit ivity to grammatical ill-formedness, They conclude
that agrammatics, whose syntactic abilities are largely preserved, arc unable
to process syntax and semantics simultaneously, as is required in n}osl tasks.
including spontaneous speech,

"'I

-tR

1. Is there a dissociation between "early" morphology (derivation, com-

l'ogether with other researchers we feel that it Illay be premature to
characterize agrammatism along these lines, as long as global concepts
like "syntax" or "semantics" are being used in the reasoning about the
disorder. (See Caplan, 1985; Grodzinsky, 1986) Modern generative linguistic
theories offer fractionations of these pretheoretical concepts which lIIay
lead to a more principled characterization of linguistic deficits like agralllmatism.
Using the cover-term "agrammatism" might give the impression that we
are dealing with a unitary category. This was indeed the underlying aSSlllllption in the group-study paradigm of the 1960s and 1970s, a point of view
which is being questioned (Badecker and Caramazza, 1985). It might well
be that in-depth single case studies will reveal asymmetries of various kinds,
for example, between intact syntactic comprehension and agraml1latic production, or between free and bound morphemes. We arc concerned only
indirectly with such issues in the present study.

3.2. Subjects
Three agrammatic patients (CB., M.H., and H.R.), quite similar on the basis
of clinical examination, are reported. All three had a left hemisphere lesion
due to a cardiovascular accident. According to the Aachen Aphasia Test
(Hubcr et al., 1984) they were classified as clear cases of Broca's aphasia with
outspoken agrammatism in spontaneous speech. One criterion among others
for the selection of these patients was the absence of articulatory disorders
due to dysarthria.' The experiments reported were conducted 28, Y, and 2
years post onset for CH., M.H., and H.R. respectively. Thus the patients
presented a stable picture of their language deficit.
We give examples of spontaneous speech and the description of action pictures in the appendix. The examples illustrate that in the latter, 1110re restrictive task, speech is less disturbed with respect to morphosyntact ic
characteristics. For lack of spacc we are unable to give a detailed analysis
of the material.
However, even a superficial analj'sis reveals that in spontaneous speech,
in contrast to the description task, infinitives and past participles arc 1110re
frequently used, while the functor vocabulary is more often omitted. One
may well expect these patients to have command over even more morphological
and syntactic structure if the tasks which elicit performance are still 1110re
constrained.
Four questions are ansv,ered, at least tentatively:

pounding, irregular inDection) and "latc" morphology (regular
inl1ection)?
2. If late morphology tends to be availablc, can it be exploited for syntactic purposes?
3. If 2 is answered affirmatively, is there a distinction to be drawn bct\\('C'n
domains of application?
4. What do the patterns of relative preservation vcrsus disl urballl'C ll'ach
us about the nature of the deficit in certain cases of agl anll11al i'lll"

3.3. Morphological Abilities

3.3.1. Linguistic structures and materials

In order to understand the tasks
the patients had to perform, it is necessary to say a few words about German
gender, number, and case morphology.
Cierman has three genders; masculine, feminine, and neuter, which show
up in the definite articles der, die, and das, respectively. Gender is largely grammatically determined. Formal cues, if present at all, are usually \\eak and
unreliable (e.g., two-syllable nouns ending in -e are often feminine, hut 'cc
der Kdse 'the cheese', das Auge 'the eye').
In compound words (nominal derivations and compounding), the righthand head of the word determines its gender. for instance, the derivational suffix IN -er) is masculine and [N -unK) is feminine. Erjinder 'inventor,' which is analyzed as IN Iverlind] -er) is masculine, whereas Erflndung
'invention,' [N Iv erjind)ung) is feminine. In the same way, in compounding
the right-hand noun determines the gender of the compound, for example,
IN [Nl/ut Illa ,,,) IN Schachtelremll 'hatbox' is fcminine.
One could argue that highly frequent compounds and, naturally, derived
forms like Umgebung 'surrounding' and Frechheit 'cheekiness' are stored in
the lexicon as atomic expressions. Therefore, a crucial test to investigate wordsyntactic abilities seems to be the assignment of gender (e.g., hy supplying
thc definite article der, die, das) to pseudocompounds and nonword derivations. Examples are creations like Stemgans 'star-goose,' /-Iautglas 'skin-glass,'
or Slippung and !'vlielheit, where neither stipp- nor mid are existing stems
of the German lexicon.
Let us now turn to number. Ignoring learned and Latinate words, German
has at least nine distinct plural forms:
(I)

Plural forms
-0
"'::-0

'( ,\,"

"I\din~\,

C.g .• nasals, oftcn cannot be distinguished in the presence of dysarthria.

-;)

. Singular

Esel
Vogel
Bein

Plural

Esel
Vogel
Beine
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,I
--':'-J
-':"'-Jr
~---ll

-;m

-s
-Jr

Zug
B/att
Flasche
Frau
Auto
Kind

Ziige
Blatta
Flaschen
Frauen
Autos
Kinder

In spite of thc various attempts to reduce the plural forms to a smaller
number of morphemes, it would be rather unconvincing to ascribe these kinds
of word formations to the active competence system of present-day speakers,
at least if we do not want to assume access to historical facts abollt German
by ordinary speakers. The only clearly predictable form is the plural ~s for
foreign words ending in an unreduced vowel or in a consonant. Whilc one
may argue that plural is syntactically relevant and should thus arise in syntax,
it is far from clear how this would work. Given the fact that for virtually
each German count noun there exists a rather idiosyncratic plural form,
syntax-oriented rules of pluralization seem to be out of place. This unpredictability also disallows locating the German plural uniquely at the latest level
of a lexical morphology model.
A third variable which plays a role in our investigation is case, since German
is a case-inflecting language. In the masculine singular paradignl, the foLlI'
cases are morphologically distinct, as shown by the inflections of the ddinite article.

(2)

Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative

der
des
dem
den

The left-hand column of (3) gives an example of the paradigm of definite
article-adjective-noun; the right-hand column shows the corresponding
indefinite article-adjective-noun.
(3 )

Nominative

der dreckige Sc!luh
des dreckigen cS'chllhs
dem dreckigen Schllh
den dreckigen Schuh

(4)

[NPiNPj [NPj

-11

or

[NI N/ [NPj

--11

It could be argued that V-govemed accusative is also structural and that
the lexicon only specifies case if V is subcategorized for a llonaccusative,
Accusative then would be a kind of objective case by default. Since this is
highly theory dependent, we rather continue to assume that all V-governed
cases are lexical cases. It can be expected that the default case would be the
nominative, because this is the form used for citation.
Referring back to SMT and LMT, they would make different predictions
for German gender, number, and case morphology. Gender is idiosyncratic
in German, Thus it must be encoded with each gender-bearing lexical element.
On the other hand, gender morphology is regular; for example, the genitive
of a masculine is always -(e)s. LMT generates forms like Mann~es in the morphological component of the lexicon, while SMT spells out -(e)5 after a full
syntactic phrase has been completed,
With respect to number, things are less clear-cut, considering the irregularity
of the various paradigms. Lexical specifications would probably be necessary
for both theories, except for the ~s plural, which SMT should treat in the same
way as the English regular plural, that is, postsyntactically.
As far as case is concerned, its morphological realization is regular in
German, and it is of course syntax relevant. Thus SMT would spell out case
morphemes postsyntactically by rule. LMT, on the other hand, generates these
forms at a late but presyntactic level of a lexical morphology component.

ein dreckl'Rer SC/rll!l

'the dirty shoe'
Genitive
Dative
Accusative

in their semantics often govern different cases; for example, lilIISC/rt'1l 'li,lcll
to, spy' governs a dative, while belallschen 'spy on' (like all be-verbs) governs
an accusative; gedenken 'be mindful or governs a genitive. These are examples
of lexical case. Structural case, on the other hand, is intimately connected
with a specific syntactic configuration. Thus, the external argument of a Vprojection will usually be nominative if the head of this V-projection is a
+ tense V/INFL. Another example of structural case is the configuration in
(4), where NPj will always be genitive.

3.3.2. lasks and results

eines dreckigen SC!lIl/rS
einem dreck//::en Sc11ll!l
einen dreckigen Sc!lll!l

It is useful to distinguish two mechanisms of case assignment: structural case
and lexical case. There are lexical case assigners like verb, adjective, preposition assigning case to an NP which they govern. Notice that each lexical entry
has an associated case; for example, the adjective treu 'faithful, loyal' governs
:1 dalivc,.!ii!liR 'capable' governs a genitive. Verbs which differ only minimally

In order to investigate their command over gender,
the patients were tested with 30 pictures of objects which had to be named
together with the appropriate definite article. Target names were simple nouns
throughout. The same 30 (concrete) nouns and an additional 30 uncomposed
abstract nouns were used in a repetition task in which the patient had to
provide the article while repeating the noun. The same 60 nouns were also
used in a test for auditory decision: Of 120 article-plus-noun sequences, half
were well-formed and half ill-formed with respect to gender. Similar tasks
were performed with nominal compounds. There were 60 such compounds,
which had to be repeated while adding the definite article. These 60 items
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were used for auditory decision also. Notice that 15 items were pseudocolIlpounds as described in 3.3.1. 5 Each item was given with all three articles, only
one of which was appropriate. This made 180 stimuli.
Patients were given 120 derived words and 120 nonwords derived by existing
German suffixes in order to check their ability to assign gender to derived
nouns. Half of the suffixes in each set were native and half non-native
(Latinate or Greek). The patients had to provide the definite article while
repeating the stimuli. Finally, they were asked to provide a properly inflected
adjective and a sequence of indefinite article plus adjective to the 30 concrete nouns previously used in naming. The results are given in Table I.
If the leading symptom of agrammatism is the loss of the closed class
vocabulary, the results for gender assignment given in Table I constitute
remarkable counterevidence. The data show at least the following three things:
(a) Information about gender can be retrieved from the mental lexicon, both
in recognition and production; (b) gender information can be used creatively
for the purpose of agreement in NPs," and (c) both in compounding and in
derivation, the gender features of the (right-hand) head can in principle be
used for assigning gender to the complex expression, that is, the patients have
intuitions about word structure and silent features sitting in bound mor- .
phemes. It should be noticed that the higher error rates in derivation may
be due to frequency differences between the affixes, which we were unable
to control for. An explanation along these lines is viable since certain suffixes attract almost no errors. Thus, even in nonwords affixed by -ist, -ner,
and -in, for example, Sa/mist, luppner, Rilh/erin, no error was committed at all.
The next area for checking morphological abilities in agrammatism is
number. Recall that in German there are eight quite irregular forms of the
plural and one quite regular form (for nonnative nouns ending in an unreduced
vowel or a consonant). The patients were given 90 singulars which they had
to pluralize, IQ of each class. The results are as follows. CB. had 790/0 correct
responses. The major part (42%) of his errors were confined to the a-plural
class, where singular and plural have identical forms. Obviously, the patient
was puzzled by this fact, as he did not respond most of the time to these items.
M.H. had 86% correct responses; errors were distributed over different classes,
not showing any interesting pattern. H.R. had 77% correct responses. Her
errors involved two classes: :'d tended to become -dr and -dn tended to become
-d. We do not know what conclusions can be derived from this. In addition
to this task, 20 plural nouns had to be singularized. CB. seemed to expect
a change in form in this task also, and he therefore failed in every case where
plural and singular were identical. Still, his overall performance was very
'These items were controlled in many ways. Reporting the details seems unimportant, since
the variables built in did not show any effects.
'Notice that, out of context, German NPs always carry nominative inflection. We return to
01 her cases below.

Table I

Gender Assignment (Percentage Correct)

c.B.

M.H.

H.R.

30"
30
60
120

0.83 b
0.90"
0.93"
0.97 b

'

0.83 b
1.00b '
0.93 b '
0.98"

1.00b
0.97"
0.83"
0.91' ,

60
180

0.80'
0.86 b

'

0.73'
0.92'"

0.67'
0.82'

120
120

-

0.66'
0.53'

0.77'
0.69'

d

0.83'

0.87'

d

O.77 b

0.90 b

Number of items
Simple nouns
Nouns in naming pictures
Article in naming pictures
Production of article in repetition
Auditory decision of article
Compound nouns
Production of article in repetition
Auditory decision of article
Derived nouns
Production 0 f article to
Real stem + affix
Neologistic stem + affix
Agreement in NPs
Adjective agreement
Indefinite article + adjective
agreement

d

30"
30"

-

d

"Due to indeterminable response possibilities, chance level cannot be fixed.
bP_value compatible with a pc (criterion probability) of .90, according to the binomial model; for tasks
with IIIore than 100 items the normal approximation to the exact binomial distribution is used.
'P-value significantly above chance.
din these tasks, the patienl showed perseveratory tendencies at the time of testing. Relesling at a later date
was impossible due to the patient's death.

good (85% correct). M.H. made no errors at all; H.R. had 95% correct
responses. One may plausibly argue that German plurals are largely unpredictable and have to be listed in the lexicon in an early layer of lexical morphology; this, however, is not true for the -s plural. Since the three patients
did not have major problems in either of these tasks, one can safely assume
that they have command over both irregular and regular number inflection.
Finally, we report the agrammatics' abilities for case inflection. The patients
had to substitute the missing endings in complex NPs like ein . .. k/ug . .. A-finister "a wise minister' which appeared in a sentential context. 7 In this section,
we only report their performance with respect to NP-internal agreement, not
with respect to the syntactic appropriateness of the case assigned. (Agreement here depends on gender, number, and case.) Since masculine nouns were
used throughout, all possible case inflections of the paradigm could be
expected: nominative, genitive, dative, and accusative. Among the 80 NPs to
be inflected, all three patients used all possible forms, although with rather
different frequencies. Internal agreement was defective for CB. in 19% of
the cases, for M.H. in 8%, and for H.R. in 16%. This shows that, as in the
7 For the functional role of case in this task see Section 3.4.2. The substitution was performed
while the patient read the sentences, if necessary with the help of the examiner.
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task where only the unmarked nominative case (default case) was required,
the patients had good command over oblique case forms as well. 8
The results in all three areas of morphology-gender, number, and caseare impressive and unexpected if agrammatism is predominantly seen as a
loss of closed-class elements (free as well as bound morphemes).
What can linguistic theories like SMT and LMT say about these results?
Assuming that the agrammatic language production of these patients is
indicative of a syntax deficit, their largely retained command over inflectional
morphology may be seen as a problem for SMT. Recall that SMT requires
this morphology to be a by-product of some syntactic representation. LMT,
on the other hand, would be compatible with these results, because the
inflected forms can be drawn from the lexicon, that is, the syntax does not
crucially interfere with the form side of the inflection vocabulary. A
counterargument could be that agrammatic production may not be a reliable
reflection of the patients' actual syntactic competence, given that many poorly
understood factors or linguistic performance could conceal it. Therefore, the
next step is to investigate the patients' ability to associate inflections with
their functional role in syntax. The most promising area to do this is case
assignment in various syntactic environments. In addition, grammaticality
judgments should provide further information about the patients' syntactic
intuitions.
3.4. Syntactic Abilities

3.4.1. Linguistic structures and materials Basic facts about German NPinternal agreemment as well as the distinction between structural and lexical
case were introduced in Section 3.3.1. Some further aspects which are relevant to the syntactic tasks are described here.
German is most consistently described as an SOY language. Word order,
however, is mixed, because root sentences observe the V-SECOND RULE. There
is complete complementary distribution between the presence of an overt complementizer and V-end on the one hand and the absence of such a complementizer and V-second on the other. It is always the finite verb which moves to
the second position. In the V-second cases, the preverbal position can be
occupied by any X-projection, although a nominative NP in this position is
felt to be the canonical option if ordinary transitive verbs are involved. Thus,
even on the basis of surface parsing it is often required that the preverbal
NP be linked to the main verb in order to satisfy its argument structure, as,
for example, in (5).
'Recall that C.B.'s responses were characterized by perseverations in the nominative case task.
Notice that again in this task he showed a perseveratory tendency by overusing the accusative
,·ase. However, all case forms were produced even by C.B.

(5)

[NP £fem MannlJ [hati [S [NP der Arzt] ej geholfen eil ]
the man-dat has
the doctor-nom
helped

'It is the man (who) the doctor has helped.'
In (5), the past participle geholfen assigns dative case to its complement NP,
which, however, appears in a position that would be occupied by the
nominative NP in the unmarked case.
To see how agrammatics can cope with the interaction of case marking and
syntactic environment, the results reported in Section 3.3.2 had to be further
evaluated. U Ili nflected N Ps appears in the following constellations (the N P
to be completed by the patiellts is in boldface):

(6)

(7)

Canonical
NP norn
V
NP
NP
V
NP acc }
NP
V
NPdat
NP
NP

V
V

P
P

NP

V

NP

Noncanonical
V
NP nom
NP
NP acc
V
NP}
V
NP
NPdat

NP acc }
NPdat

I .
(exlcal)

NP gen

(structural)

(structural)
(lexical)

Consider the following three views on agrammatism: (a) Syntactic abilities
are almost completely abolished. This was the predominant view in the 1970s
(see, e.g., von Stockert and Bader, 1976; Berndt and Caramazza, 1980).
(b) Syntactic abilities are basically preserved; difficulties in syntax would result
from disturbed processing mechanisms unrelated to the architecture of
grammar (see Linebarger et al., 1983). (c) Syntactic abilities are not
lost/retained across the board, but specific syntactic representations are inaccessible (see, e.g., Grodzinsky, 1986; Caplan and Hildebrandt, 1986).
In a grammatical framework including a lexical morphology component,
(a) would predict that at best lexically assigned case is retained, while structural case should be lost; (b) would predict that there is no principled distinction, thus either everything works well or disturbances are pervasive; (c) would
predict that there are losses which can at least partially be derived from patterns of the gram mar.
In addition to these materials, we also tested the patients for their ability
to judge grammaticality with a number of other constructions. Samples of
both grammatical and ungrammatical test sentences are given in (8).
(8)

a.

Agreement
i. Die Manner haben Zucker gekaujt.
The men
have sugar bought
'The men have bought sugar.'
ii. * Die Manner hat Zucker gekauJt.
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b.

WH-questions (resumptive pronouns ungrammatical)
i. Wen habt ihr gesehen?
'Who have you seen?'
ii. * /fen habt ihr ihn gesehen?
c. Subjecthood (pro-drop ungrammatical)
i. Wir fragten. wann es etwas
zu Essen gibt.
We asked when it something to eat
is
'We asked when there will be something to eat.'
ii. * Wir fragten. wann etwas ZU Essen gibt.
d. Reflexive verbs (agreement with subject obligatory)
i. Du freust dich
uber das Lied
you enjoy yourself over the song
'You are enjoying the song.'
ii. * Du freust ihn uber das Lied
e. Verb-second (no complementizer)
i. Wir glauben, die Erde ist rund.
'We believe the earth is round.'
ii. * Wir glauben, die Erde rund ist.
f. Verb-end (with complementizer)
die l1Ise auf dem Tisch steht.
i. Sie fragt, ob
She asks whether the vase on the table stands
'She asks whether the vase stands on the table.'
ii. * Sie fragt. ob die l1Ise steht auf dem Tisch.
g. Prefix verbs
i. Der Junge packt den KoJJer schnell aus.
the boy packs the suitcase quickly out
'The boy quickly unpacks the suitcase.'
ii. * Der Junge auspackt den KoJJer schnell.

As in English, German observes person and number agreement between
subjects and finite verbs (8a). In the same vein, resumptive pronouns are not
allowed in ordinary cases of wh-movement (8b). In contrast to English,
German occasionally alIows for subjectless sentences (see Haider, 1985);
however, we used sentences which require the presence of either an expletive
or a referential es 'it' (8c). A fairly large class of verbs is obligatorily reflexive
in German, like in Romance and many other languages. Naturally, the reflexive
has to agree in gender and number with the subject NP (8d). The examples
in (8e) and (8f) illustrate the complementary distribution between the absence
of a complementizer and verb second. Connected to the verb-second
phenomenon is also the fact that stress-bearing prefixes to the verb must be
left in situ when verb movement takes place (8g).

3.4.2. Tasks and results

With respect to case assignment, the task of the
patients was the same as reported in 3.3.2., that is, sentences had to be completed while reading them. In each of these sentences, one NP appeared
uninflected. Thus, the patients were given examples as in (9a) which they had
to make into something like (9b).
(9)

a.

Ein_ alt_ Zauberer sieht einen bOsen

b.

An
old sorcerer sees a
wicked dwarf
Ein alter Zauberernom sieht einen bbsen Zwerg

Zwetgacc

Thirty semantically reversible sentences with this canonical order had to
be completed, 10 with nominative, 10 with accusative, and 10 with dative.
The same 30 sentences reappeared in noncanonical order, as in (10).
(10)

a.
b.

Einen alten Zauberer ace sieht ein_ bOs_ Zwerg
Einen alten Zauberer
sieht ein
baser Zwergnom

Another 10 sentences had to be completed in which an NP followed a
preposition that subcategorizes either for dative or for accusative. Finally,
there were 10 sentences in which a genitive NP had to appear after an NP.
In this structural case assignment, there was always a clear possession relation between the two NPs.
The results for CB., M.H., and H.R. are given in Table II. The defective
agreement category is to be understood as follows: Despite there being an
agreement morpheme lacking, the NP in question can unambiguously be interpreted as a specific case form, for example, *ein klein-enacc Fuchs instead of
ein-en acc klein-en acc Fuchs 'a small fox.' The category "uninterpretable" covers
reactions which were blends of different case forms, for example, *ein-en acc

klein-ernom Fuchs.
Let us begin with case-assignment by preposition. The first thing to be
noticed here is that none of the patients selects the default case (nominative)
here. Subcategorization for both accusative and dative seems to be preserved
only for CB., while M.H. and H.R. tend to apply a single objective case in
both environments: M.H. selects accusative, H.R., dative. Structurally assigned
genitive is possible for all three patients. Turning to case-assignment in the
canonical condition, we observe that only H.R. shows a systematic pattern.
She basically selects nominative for the preverbal and oblique case for the
postverbal position. (In the noncanonical condition, she seems to select dative
and accusative at random for the postverbal position.) CB. and M.H.
predominantly use one particular case, irrespective of environment. CB.'s constant use of the accusative-indicates that his "correct" responses come about
by chance. M.H. shows somewhat more variation, but in general she tends
to apply the nominative. Interestingly, she occasionally manipulates the given
case form in such a way that a canonical structure results, that is, she strongly
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adheres 10 a nominative < accusative pattern. In the noncanonical condition, H.R. adheres to the strategy of applying nominative preverbally and
an oblique case postverbally. The resulting ungrammaticality (e.g., two identical cases in a simple transitive sentence) does not seem to inhibit her behavior.
The common core of the results given in Table 11 is that both lexical and
structural case seem to be available in principle in this production task.
Although the distinction between accusative and dative is captured only by
C.B. in the preposition task, there is a general awareness that nominative must
be out in this context." Most remarkable are the results of Ihe genitive task.
The patients seem to be able to use two sources of linguistic knowledge here:
(a) they notice the semantic relation that holds between the referents of the
two adjacent NPs, for example, possession, and (b) they know how many
arguments can be bound by the transitive verb involved, that is, they do not
confuse simple transitive constructions with ditransitive ones. All the syntactic work to be done is the selection of one NP as the head and the (local)
assignment of genitive case to the other.
On the other hand, case assignment in the canonical condition seems to
be more difficult than it looks. Given that the preverbal position in German
can be occupied by nonsubjects [in fact by almost any single X" phrase
(n ?: 0)], if a full syntactic parse of the sentence cannot be accomplished,
there are two ways for the patient to cope with the task: (a) stick to a
canonical-and in fact quite frequent-sentence pattern, namely NP +nom V
NP _ nom, or (b) provide some default form (as a reflex of the variable word
order in German). Both types of responses are documented by our patients:
H.R. follows strategy (a); as a consequence, she is fairly successful in the
canonical condition, but fails completely in the noncanonical condition.
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'A reviewer of this article wondered why the assignment of accusative and dative case by verbs
should be any different from assignment by prepositions. It is argued that the better performance might be due to the high frequency of prepositions. If this were true, however, one would
expect other differences as well. Since every tensed sentence requires a nominative subject but
not necessarily another case, nominatives should be overused due to frequency effects. As the
data in Table Il show, this prediction does not hold. Other data contradict the frequency argument even more severely: While genitive is almost completely abandoned in coJloquial speech,
it appears well preserved in our patients (see Table 11).
Another reason for the difference might be that prepositions are always string adjacent to
a nonnominative while verbs are not, a result of the verb-second rule and other word order
possibilities in German. We have evidence from another agrammatic patient which shows that
the nonlinguistic cues do not seem to be involved. His performance on SVO and OVS sentences
was basically like C.B.'s, i.e., he used the accusative by default. Given, however, OV items, Le.,
VPs like d . .. Frau helfen 'help tjle woman', d . .. Mann such en 'seek the man,' his performance
was almost as good as with.prepositions as case assigners. It should be noticed that case assignment by P and V is maximaJly similar here. If inflected verbs come into play, the task might
be more complex due to the fact that (a) the verb can assign two cases: The stem assigns lexical
(oblique) case and the tense morpheme assigns nominative, and (b) the verb moves to second
position in the sen tence. This suggests that the greater difficulty patients face in the processing
of inflected transitive sentence derives from the enhanced linguistic complexity.
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6)

CB. ~l1ld M.H. represent (b) by overusing accusative and nominative respeclively.
We briefly return to the three views on agrammatism stated at the beginning of Section 3.4.1. The results on case assignment together with the results
on NP-internal agreement clearly dismiss view (a), that morphosyntax is almost
completely abolished. View (b) in its extreme form is falsified as well, because
the asymmetry in our results does relate to the architecture of the grammar.
Notice that this asymmetry follows from specific properties of the grammar,
that is, while case assignment by a preposition or in the domain of an NP
is strictly local, case assignment by a verb or by lNFL may be nonlocal, due
to movement rules, the use of slash categories, or some equivalent device.
Given the agrammatics' performance, a processing account would have to
closely reflect the underlying grammar. This leads, of course, to an adoption
of view (c). Notice that this argumentation extends immediately to the wellpreserved NP-internal agreement produced by our subjects.
In order to deepen the empirical basis for view (c), the patients were asked
to judge the sentences given in (8) for grammaticality.
The results for CB. and M.H. are given in Table Ill. H.R. was left out,
because she followed a "yes strategy," that is, she basically accepted everything.'
The data show that CB. and M.H. seem to have an awareness of grammatical well formedness, because they tend not to reject the grammatical
sentences. On the other hand, they do not consistently reject the ungrammatical sentences either. Strikingly, CB. and M.H. show a very similar pattern.
This indicates that their responses to ungrammaticality were not random. Since
it is not entirely clear which sources of linguistic knowledge are tapped by
judgments, the results are difficult to evaluate. An explanation, however, has

Table III

Grammaticality Judgments·

---

Ungrammatical
sentences

c.B.
--Agreement
Wh-question
Subject hood
Reflexive verb
V-second
V-end
Prefix verb

Grammatical sentences

M.H.

c.B.

M.H,

---

Hit

Fail

Hit

Fail

Hit

Fail

Hit

5
5

5
5

4
4

9
6

6

9

2

8

3

8

2

6
7

4
3

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
10

-

10

I
4
I
7

6
6
I
4

9

Fail

9
9
ID

ID
8
9

"Each sentence Iype occurred ten times; the numbers given are absolure values.
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to be given at least for the fact that both patients fail especially in detecting
missing subject pronouns (subjecthood) and the ungrammaticality of sentences
like ·Siefragt. ob die vase steht aufdem Tisch (V-second). An account should
also be given of the patients' relative success in detecting verb prefixes in the
wrong position. According to an exact test for a 4-fold table (Fisher Test, see
Hays, 1963), the following pairs were significantly different where indicated
by an asterisk. The p-values in parentheses are close to significance.
V-end
Subjecthood
V-second

CB.

P

M.H.
CB.

(p = .057)
p = .020·

M.H.

P

=

=

.020·

.170

Prefix verbs

P
P
P

=
=
=

(p =

.006*
.020·
.006·
.070)

Turning first to the difference between V-second and V-end sentences, it
should be kept in mind that agrammatics analyze the input semantically. If
they have access to a full-fledged lexical entry, they detect that complements
introduced by a complementizer like ob 'whether' and daf3 'that' fulfill an
obligatory argument place of the verb. The complements in question receive
a semantic interpretation to the same extent that a V-second root sentence
may receive one. 1O What the patients seem to lack is a sensitivity to the complementary distribution between the presence of an overt complementizer and
the V-end position. Why then is their performance slightly better with respect
to ungrammatical V-end sentences? Notice that despite their ungrammaticality,
these sentences could still get an interpretation.
Let us assume that agrammatics know the subcategorization properties of
verbs which take sentential complements. Thus, they would know that glauben
'believe' selects either that-type complements or root sentences. Furthermore,
we can safely assume that even patients with severe agrammatism know that
in root sentences the finite verb has to be in second position. From this it
follows immediately that they will be puzzled about examples like • Wir glauben
[die Erde rund istj. The bracketed phrase is not a possible root sentence of
German. What about their inability to detect the ill formedness of • Wir
glauben [daf3 die Erde ist rumlj? The lexical template can detect that glauben
daf3 is a licit string. The knowledge about the structure of root sentences
guarantees that the following sentence can pass also. What the patients seem
to lack is the ability to build a global syntactic representation which would
show that daf3 and !st are in complementary distribution. Our tentative
explanation of the results is that, like normals, agrammatics strive for semantic
interpretation, while they are sensitive to formal violations only as long as

I

IONotice that V-second sentences are very frequent in German and that they persist even in
agrammatism, mostly when finite verb forms are used.
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the sentence violates lexical templates. These assumptions also cover the results
on "subjecthood," that is, that CB. and M.H. seem to be insensitive to missing
subject pronouns: Semantic interpretation is guaranteed and the lexicon does
not provide a filter.
As far as the prefix verbs are concerned, ungrammaticality is detected more
easily than in cases where a cIitic subject is missing or where V-second is inappropriate. Separability of the verbal prefix is a property that has to be specified
in the lexical entry of the verb. Given that the patients have intuitions about
the V-second constraint, it is plausible that they tend to notice violations of
prefix stranding. 11
The most difficult question with respect to the judgment data is on what
basis C.B. and M.H. judge the well-formed sentences. It seems as if they have
a sensitivity for grammatical sentences, but not for most of the ungrammatical
ones. Notice that a yes-bias in performing the task, as suggested by a reviewer,
would neither account for the difference between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences nor for the different response patterns within the set of
ungrammatical sentences, as seen in Table Ill. As a working hypothesis we
propose the following: Assume that speakers of a language have some kind
of "familiarity" with possible frequent sentence types of the language. These
sentence types may well be stored as a finite set. This latter aspect indicates
immediately that such a finite set must be different from the usual linguistic
capacity which speakers have to assign representations to an infinite number
of strings. It should be noticed that the grammatical sentences offered in our
judgement task were all of a highly frequent and rather simple pattern. If
our explanation in terms of familiarity should have any content, it should
follow that unfamiliar but fully grammatical sentences should also be judged
at random. Since we do not have data that can address this hypothesis, we
leave it as a speculation.
To summarize the results on syntax testing of CB., M.H., and H.R., the
main finding is that the linguistic abilities of these patients are far beyond
what they exhibit in unsolicited free speech. It was noted in Section 3.2 that
they show more linguistic structure in picture descriptions. In tasks which
force them to use inflected categories, they show even more structure. This,

c.s.,

who never uses tensed verbs in free speech, produces prefixed verbs in their underlying lexical fonn, as shown in examples like nieder + gelegt 'put down,' rnit + gefahren 'rode along,'
and ein + kaufen 'shop.' M.H., in addition, sometimes uses tensed prefix verbs. In such cases
she strands the prefix correctly, e.g.,frifit auf'eats up.' The same holds for H.R.'s spontaneous
speech. As a matter of fact, the distance between the verb and the prefix is kept at a minimum.
The patients extrapose intervening phrases rather than having the prefix in the distant end position. When H.R. used the verb auf + stehen 'get up,' she said /ch stehe auf urn 9 Uhr 'I get
up at 9 o'clock' rather than /ch stehe urn 9 Uhr auf. This strategy, which seems to be quite consistent across milder cases of agrammatism in German, points to a processing deficit which does
not allow the patient to construct full-fledged syntactic structures on-line, while manipulations
in small domains are well possible.
11

however, does not mean that they have a tacit full command of morphosyntax. The data provide evidence that while lexically triggered gender, number,
and case agreement in NPs, case assignment by lexical categories, and close
structural assigners are quite well preserved, the functional role of case
(abstract case in the sense of Vergnaud, Chomsky, and others) seems to be
accessible to a limited extent only. Thus, in simple transitive sentences, the
patients were quite unable to assign case to one NP in dependence of another,
that is, if the correct assignment of case presupposed the successful processing of another case-marked NP. There seems to be a contradiction between
the claim that lexicon-induced case (including oblique case assigned by the
verb) is relatively well preserved and the patients' rather poor performance
as shown in Table II (canonical and noncanonical condition). It should be
kept in mind, however, that the use of tensed transitive sentences in this task
requires other processes in addition to lexical case assignment, as we have
argued above.
The data on grammaticality judgments remain problematic due to the
poorly understood nature of the task. Some patterns which arise from the
data indicate that the two patients studied have intuitions about the basic
word-order properties of their language. A case in point is the intuition about
the placement of the tensed verb in root sentences, which seems to be quite
stable in most aphasic patients. They overgeneralize this V-second pattern,
however, as shown by their acceptance of V-second sentences after a cornplementizer. On the other hand, their rather high rejection rate of prefix verbs
in second position follows if one assumes that they have access to elaborate
lexical representations, that is, to representations which specify separability
of a given prefix. While it would be difficult to derive from these results that
they reflect a totally disturbed syntax (see the good intuitions about the grammatical sentences), it cannot be maintained either that syntactic intuitions
are intact (see the poor intuitions about many of the ungrammatical sentences).
4. Implications for the Linguistic Interpretation of Agrammatism

The four questions asked in Section 3.2 can now be answered as follows with
respect to the three patients under investigation:
I. No dissociation could be found between "early" and "late" morphology.
The patients could produce regular as well as irregular plurals and they have
(regular) case forms in their repertoires. Also, the intermediate levels of morphology including derivation and compounding were shown to be accessible.
(We do not exclude the possibility that other agrammatic patients show
dissociations within the lexicon.)
2. "Late" morphology (inflection) can in principle be exploited for syntactic purposes. This was shown in the case of NP-internal agreement, in the

M

use of oblique case aftcr prcpositions, and in the use of (structurally triggercd) genitive case.
3. The a bility to use int1ectional morphology for syntactic purposcs seems
to be limited to strictly local domains. This was shown insofar as a proper
case can be inserted in the immediate neighborhood of an assigner, but not
if assignment presupposes the processing of trace binding.
4. Given such patterns of relative preservation versus disturbance in our
patients, we give the following explanation of the agrammatic deficit: The
patients are unable to build phrase structures which pass a certain threshold
of complexity. We keep this deliberately vague, because the threshold may
vary from one patient to the next, possibly depending on the severity of the
brain damage. For the patients in this study, it seems that local syntactic
phrases can be processed, given that they do not go beyond the limits of a
possibly reduced working memory. "Locality" must be understood as
adjacency between head and specifier/complement. This allows for the processing of NPs, VPs, PPs, but not for the processing of, say, unbounded
dependencies or other kinds of discontinuous elements. 12
In contrast to this defective system of phrase structure building, agrammatics have a relatively intact lexicon. According to LMT, this lexicon has
a component in which morphologically complex words are formed, including
int1ected words. The lexical entries contain rich information about syntactic
and semantic selection. In a purely linguistic sense, they fulfill the role of
filtering templates which rule out cases of overgeneration in the syntax. 13 As
long as the syntactic structures to be processed do not leave the threshold
mentioned above, lexical insertion can project syntax relevant information
in the phrase. Thus, what agrammatics (of this kind) ideally can achieve are
syntactic chunks which are well formed in all respects. Up to this point, their
linguistic capacity may really not be much different from that of a normal
person. The deficit comes into play as soon as these chunks have to be inserted
into a more global syntactic plan. As we showed in Section 3, some of our
data are suggestive in this respect: While the patients can form genitive NPs
in dependence of a given (adjacent) NP, they are almost unable to assign an
NP oblique case if the case of the given NP has to be checked first. The same
"An account of agrammatism along these lines is given in Grodzinsky, 1986. Grodzinsky claims
that agrammatics do not have access to S-structures which contain traces, i.e., abstract categories which are bound by a distant antecedent. He supports his theory with data showing among
other things that English-speaking agrammatics fail to comprehend semantically reversible passive
sentences.
"This would explain the ease with which agrammatics can detect so-called syntactic violations, e.g., "He came my house yesterday (Linebarger et al., 1983). Mapping the VP onto the
template for come would rule out this sentence, because come optionally takes a pp complement, not an NP complement.
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holds for somc of the judgmcnt data. Highly suggestive for our explanation of agrammatism is the following incident (see Bayer et al., 1987): CB.
was asked to provide the case-int1ected definite article for the two object NPs
in ditransitive sentences like Der Aufseher schenkt d(en)accHamster
d(em)datGdrtner 'The foreman gives the hamster (to) the gardener.' Notice that
this task goes beyond the locality constraint insofar as the dative NP dem
Gdrtner is not adj acent to the case-assigning verb. Given his classical agrammatism, CB. solved the task in his own way: Der Aufseher schenkt einnomHamster desgenGdrtners 'The foreman gives a hamster of the gardener.'
What CB. did was reduce the syntactic processing load by segmenting the
setence into a subject-predicate phrase (Der Aufseher schenkt) and a complex
NP (ein Hamster des Gdrtners). Obviously it is not the inflectional morphology
that creates trouble,14 it is the global syntactic structure.
Although the data presented here are not totally conclusive with respect
to the question of which theory of inflectional morphology is the appropriate
one, we feel that much speaks in favor of the lexical theory: First, the agrammatics in this study do have access to elaborate lexical structures and wordformation rules. It would be surprising to see that they manipulate a subset
of word structures only via a disrupted syntactic processor. Second, if inflectional affixation is inextricably tied to the phrase-building module, one would
expect to see a certain breakdown of correlation between the two. As we have
shown, the contrary seems to be the case. The phrase-building module is
severely limited, while the morphological component manipulates
sophisticated word structures across the board. Third, if word formation and
phrase formation were intimately linked, we would like to observe a correlation between frequent phrase types and frequent word types, for example,
SVO sentences and nominative case. What we actually observe, however, is
that the most frequent syntactic structures can hardly be processed, while
case int1ections (e.g., genitive) are used which are almost extinct in colloquial
German.
Together with the findings of de Bleser and Bayer, 1986, these aspects clearly
favor LMT over SMT.
It still remains an important question why agrammatics speak in one- or
two-word utterances if they have considerable morpholexical abilities and some
syntactic abilities at their disposal. An answer to this would require knowing
exactly what kind of a task free speech is and what resources it necessitates.
Of course, a theory of spontaneous language production still remains to be
formulated. As a first approach, however, let us assume that the patient
attempts to use proPositional speech. He is thus under the pressure to use
predications, that is, he cannot confine himself to selecting appropriate forms
"Notice that the dative form would have required only an article, while the actually chosen
genitive required the affixation of -s to the noun in addition to the article des.
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from the lexicon, but must project these forms into phrases which are beyond
his capacities. Given that in communication exactly those forms have to be
used which are most unstable (EXOCENTRIC constructions), the preserved
abilities to form local (ENDOCENTRIC) constructions are neutralized. As a consequence, the system as a whole, including the access to available lexical forms,
collapses. If the patient's syntactic capacities are already exhausted by the
pressure to produce a simplified predication, the least demanding thing to
do is certainly to select a form from the lexicon which does not itself presuppose an elaborate syntactic phrase. To give an example, a patient may well
produce the verb form ge-schlag-en 'beaten' but not the adjectival participle
in an NP like der ge-schlag-en-e Hund 'the beaten dog,' although, as we have
shown, he may have enough linguistic knowledge to use such inflections correctly. It is clear that under these assumptions spontaneous speech is not seen
as a direct reflection of the underlying deficit, but rather as the outcome of
a trade-off between a set of more-or-Iess preserved linguistic abilities and the
requirements of communicative success. We would thus take clinical definitions of agrammatism (based on the frequent omission of function words
and inflection in spontaneous speech) merely as a guideline for selecting
patients. However, given the heterogeneity of the phenomena governing spontaneous speech, we would try to capture the common core of the deficit in
different linguistic performances by psycholinguistic investigation and with
reference to representations which promise to have far-reaching explanatory
power.
The relation between linguistics and aphasiology, as we see it, arises
predominantly from the need to integrate data from different domaius of
language behavior into a unified theory of language and language processing. We believe that such data cannot be fully accounted for in a linguisticsfree procedural framework, since it is necessary to ultimately state what the
objects of processing are. In our conception, they must be linguistic representations at some point. Thus, taking linguistic concepts to account for data
of language pathology seems to be a reasonable consequence, even in the
absence of a full-fledged processing theory. This holds especially for off-line
investigations like those reported here. A case in point that calls for "linguistic
aphasiology" (Caplan, 1987) is the Chomskyan distinction between concrete
and abstract case. As we have shown, a patient may well have all possible
case forms of a given language, while not being able to relate these forms
to their abstract role in syntax.
The beneficial influence between two fields of research like linguistics and
phasiology does not have to be one way such that linguistic concepts feed
I· nto aphasiology. In principle it is possible that linguistic aphasiology will

lead to results which can be decisive for the evaluation of competing linguistic
theories.
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Appendix

c.B.
Spontaneous speech
Question: What did you do on vacation?
Answer: .. . Iang schlafen und iih ... Kaffee getrunken . .. spazieren gehen.
'late sleep
and uh
coffee drank
walk take
und dann. essen. und iih Stunde niedergelegt. dann KajJee getrunken
and then eat and uh hour lay down
then coffee drank.'

iih Hiiubchen da . .. iih . .. das Hiiubchell. und. iill das.
uh little-hat therE uh
the little-hat and uh the
iih und Reg. .. iih Rolkiippchen . .. ah . .. schlimm das Rolkiippchen
uh and
uh LRRH
uh
bad
the LRRH
ah . . .frifJl auf. .. und der lager
uh
eats up
and the hunter.
Description of action pictures
Der Mann belle/to
Target:
'The man is begging.'
Reaction: Der. .. Mann . .. Belller
'the man beggar'
Die beiden Miinner schreien sich an.
Target:
'The two men are shouting at each other.'
Reaction: Der Mann. undo der Mann. schreil sich an
'the man and the man shouts each-other at'

Description of action pictures
Der lunge weint, weil er ein Glas zerbrochen hat.
Target:
'The boy is crying because he has broken a glass.'
Reaction: Das ist iih iih der zerbrochene Krug oder was und iih iih . ..
'This is uh uh the broken jug
or what and uh uh ...

H.R.
Spontaneous speech
Question: 'Tell me what you do on a normal day.
Answer: la ich. stehe auf um neun Uhr. ungejlihr
undo dann
'yes I. get up at nine o'clock. approximately and then

Kind iih weint
child uh cries.'
Der Mann liegt auf der Couch. raucht Pfeife und liest die Zeitung.
Target:
'The man is lying on the couch, smoking a pipe and reading the
newspaper.'
Reaction: Pfei . .. der Mann mucht
die Zeitung lesen
'Pipe .. the man smokes
newspaper read.'

wasche mich oder: ja. und. ziehe urn.
ziehe ich.
wash myself or. yes. and change (clothes). change I

M.H.
Spontaneous speech
Question: Could you tell me the story of the Little Red Riding Hood (LRRH)?
Answer: Der Woif hat das Rotkiippchen . .gesucht undo .. iih . ..
'The wolf has the LRRH
searched and uh

1#11d. Wald und die Flasche . .. undo . iih . . .ja und iih wuh-wuh
forest. forest and the bottle
and uh
yes and uh woh-woh
und der der Woif GrofJmutter gut... nein gefressen undo ..
and the the wolf grandmother good ... no eaten
and ...

ziehe ich dann iih sehe ich das Was. sehe ich das Wetter.
change I then uh see [the
see I the weather.
dann iih ich ah brummig und gehe hinufller im Wohnzimmer
then uh [ uh grumpy and go down
in the living room
und. trinke Kaffee. mit Papa und essen so. Brat oder Brbtchen
and. drink coffee. with daddy and eat so. bread or roIl(s)'
Description of action pictures
Target:
Same as for c.B.
Reaction: Das Kind weint. Die J/ase ist kaputt
'The child cries. The vase is broken.'
Target:
Same as for c.B.
Reaction: Die La. der Mann liegt auf dem Sofa und liest die Zeitung
'The? the man lies on the sofa and reads the newspaper.'

